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Item 2: Material Changes

Under SEC Rules, you will receive a summary of any material changes to this and subsequent
Brochures within 120 days of the close of our fiscal year, which is in December. We may also provide you
with a new Brochure or other ongoing disclosure information about material changes as necessary,
without charge.

Since filing the last Amendment to this Brochure in March 2021, we have made the following
material changes:

● Social Finance, Inc. entered into a definitive agreement with Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings
Corp. V, a publicly traded special purpose acquisition company, to bring the major
consumer-focused financial technology business to the public markets. In connection with the
offering, a registration statement was filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”)
and was deemed effective as of May 7, 2021. The Transaction successfully closed on May 28,
2021, and as such, Social Finance Inc. is now a wholly owned subsidiary of SoFi Technologies,
Inc. SoFi Technologies is a publicly traded company under the ticker $SoFi on the NASDAQ.
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Item 4: Advisory Business
SoFi Wealth, LLC (“SoFi Wealth”) is an internet based (or “online”) investment adviser registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). SoFi Wealth provides investment advice to individual
investors utilizing proprietary software, self-service tools, and through an experienced investment team to
advise clients on general asset allocation. SoFi Wealth is a wholly owned subsidiary of Social Finance
Inc., (“SoFi”) which is a wholly owned subsidiary of SoFi Technologies, Inc., both  Delaware corporations.

The Services We Provide

SoFi Wealth provides clients online investment advisory services over the internet and through a mobile
application.

SoFi Wealth offers a “Wrap fee Program” that includes client access to “Digital Advice” tools and
Automated Asset Management services, each as described further below.

In addition, SoFi Wealth offers clients access by phone, virtual meetings and electronic messages to
financial planning services provided by credentialed financial planners at no charge.

Wrap Fee Program

SoFi Wealth Digital Advice
SoFi Wealth offers on its website and mobile application access to automated tools designed to provide
clients with insights into their financial situation. SoFi Wealth clients obtain automated advice in the
following ways:

● SoFi Wealth may provide clients with recommended financial actions based on the limited
information the user has provided to SoFi Wealth, such as information input directly into SoFi
Wealth forms and information imported from connected accounts or from credit reporting
information. These recommended financial actions may cause a conflict of interest due to SoFi’s
industry affiliations.

● SoFi Wealth offers certain users the option to use a self-directed tool that collects information
about the user’s student loan debts and presents alternatives for managing student loan debt and
repayment strategies. These alternatives may include a recommendation for student loan
refinancing through SoFi Lending Corp which will create a conflict of interest since it could result
in increased compensation to our Firm.

● SoFi Wealth offers certain users the option to use a self-directed tool that helps estimate monthly
contributions to save for anticipated college expenses. The tool estimates college expenses in a
year in the future, and using that estimate, calculates a monthly contribution needed to save the
estimated total expense amount. It uses assumptions for the many key variables, including rate
of return. The tool allows the user to connect to state-sponsored college savings plans (also
called “529 Plans”) to establish an account. In certain employer-sponsored benefit plans, SoFi
receives a financial benefit when a user opts to automatically deduct money from their paycheck
to contribute to college-savings plans.
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SoFi Wealth believes that automated tools offer value to many clients, but all clients must be aware that
the automated tools have significant limitations. SoFi Wealth’s automated tools rely upon user-input
information and in some cases information from connected accounts (which can be incomplete and in
some cases unavailable). Note that the automated online tools use predefined algorithms based upon
common scenarios and guidance is principles based, therefore many unique circumstances of the client
are not taken into account. The usefulness of the results is also limited by the information provided by the
user.

Because of these limitations, automated advice may not be not appropriate for everyone. Some clients
will have financial situations that would be better served by advice from an in-person advisor for
actionable guidance.

SoFi Wealth may obtain and use information from a client’s accounts at SoFi and at external institutions.
SoFi Wealth uses the information to support delivery of insights and automated advice that is more
personalized to your situation than if the client does not provide external account information. A client
may elect to connect an account (such as a loan, credit card, or deposit account) held at SoFi or at an
external institution, which makes the information available to SoFi Wealth. SoFi offers the service to
automatically connect an external account through SoFi’s Relay tool. SoFi connects external accounts
using a service offered by Plaid, Inc., which allows a client to connect with the external institution that
holds the account. In order for a client to use the service to connect an account, the client authorizes
SoFi to obtain account information from the external account as set forth in SoFi’s Terms of Use, and the
client must register directly with Plaid and accept Plaid’s terms of use and privacy policy.

To access the digital advice tools described above, all users must accept and enter a Customer
Agreement with SoFi Wealth.

All references to conflicts of interest in the above section are explained further in Item 10: Other Financial
Industry Activities and Affiliations.

Automated Asset Management Services
SoFi Wealth offers its clients the opportunity to establish Automated Investing under the SoFi Invest
brand name. To establish Automated Investing, a client must accept and enter a SoFi Wealth Advisory
Agreement.

In accordance with the SoFi Wealth Advisory Agreement, SoFi Wealth allows the customer to establish
an automated recurring deposit into an investment account, offers recommended asset allocation
portfolio, manages portfolios, and performs certain advisory functions with respect to each portfolio. This
includes recommending asset allocated portfolios and providing automated portfolio rebalancing
services.

SoFi Wealth is authorized to, among other things:

• Recommend one of five asset allocation models to investors - aggressive, moderately
aggressive, moderate, moderately conservative, and conservative. The system evaluates
user risk profiles through our online risk-evaluation system, also referred to as the Goals,
Risk and Objectives Exercise. Through a series of questions with user-input responses (goal,
time horizon and risk tolerance), SoFi Wealth identifies appropriate risk profiles based on a
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set of criteria and automatically assigns the recommended asset allocation for our clients,
which is designed to tailor client risk to the profile supplied by the user;

• Identify security choices for our clients in order to attempt to lower trading costs and other
fees; we periodically evaluate the performance of a range of indices and securities to
determine if we should replace an asset class or implement an additional asset class in our
client’s portfolios;

• Determine optimal times for portfolio rebalancing, at least quarterly, based on market factors
that return the client to the target risk profile and attempt to lower trading costs and other
fees;

• Identify asset classes and securities which are appropriate according to certain
pre-programmed rules related to a client’s account: for instance, minimizing tax inefficient
securities in taxable accounts while maximizing their potential in tax-deferred accounts. The
election of a non-qualified or qualified account will result in different allocations and
underlying holdings, but models with a risk tolerance band will have similar target risk and
return characteristics;

• Identify and evaluate the timing and method of disposition or liquidation of investments, select
and determine investments to be disposed of or liquidated, and cause an investor to dispose
of or liquidate investments in accordance with the terms of the Advisory Agreement in order
to facilitate allocation remodeling;

• Engage personnel to assist the Investment Adviser in providing investment advisory services,
including, without limitation, counsel, consultants, accountants, investment bankers, financial
advisors and sub-investment advisers;

• Open, maintain and close accounts, including custodial accounts, but excluding collection
accounts, with banks, including banks located outside the United States, and draw checks or
other orders for the payment of monies;

• Incur expenditures as the Investment Adviser determines to be appropriate in furtherance of
the purpose of the best interest of investors, and, to the extent that the funds of an investor
are available, pay all expenses, debts and obligations;

• Perform such other duties, activities, functions and all other similar things necessary to
achieve, implement or facilitate any of the foregoing provisions in the United States as well as
foreign jurisdictions;

• Invest investor funds into ETFs, including SoFi-sponsored ETFs.

There is no limitation or restriction on the ability of the Investment Advisor or any of its Affiliates to act as
an investment manager (or in a similar role) for other persons. This and other future activities of the
Investment Adviser and its Affiliates may give rise to conflicts of interest.

See Item 10, below, for further information regarding the conflicts of interest related to the above section.
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Termination of our Advisory Agreement
The Advisory Agreement may be terminated by either party at any time, and without cause, in
accordance with the applicable Advisory Agreement. SoFi Wealth will promptly liquidate Client’s holdings
and, upon settlement, disperse the proceeds per the investor’s instructions. Upon termination of any
account any earned, unpaid fees will be due and payable in accordance with the applicable Advisory
Agreement.

Wrap Fee Program Overview
Assets of SoFi Wealth are managed as part of SoFi Wealth’s Wrap Program. A wrap account is a
professionally managed investment plan in which expenses, including brokerage commissions,
management fees, and administrative costs, are “wrapped” into a single charge. SoFi Wealth’s Wrap
Program provides clients with investment guidance, portfolio management, and brokerage services for
one comprehensive fee based on a percentage of individual account assets.

SoFi Wealth buys and sells securities consistent with analysis designed to seek an investment return we
believe to be suitable to the investment objectives and goals of each distinct client account.

SoFi Wealth determines a recommended course of action by performing a review of the data entered by
the client in establishing the account, also referred to as the Goals, Risk and Objectives Exercise. This
review may include type of account, client goals, investment objectives, overall financial condition,
income and tax status, personal and business assets, risk tolerance, and other factors unique to the
individual client’s situation. Based on client responses to the aforementioned review questions,, SoFi
Wealth will design, revise, and reallocate a client’s custom portfolio.

Client accounts are managed on a discretionary basis. See Item 16 for more details. Clients are
responsible for providing any changes to their financial situation or investment objectives by updating
their responses on our interactive website. SoFi Wealth will contact clients periodically to determine
whether their financial situation or investment objectives have changed or if they want to modify their
target asset allocation. Clients may modify their target asset allocation at any time through the SoFi
Wealth website.

Clients must appoint SoFi Wealth as their investment adviser of record on specified accounts
(collectively, the “Account”). The Account consists only of separate account(s) held by qualified
custodian(s) under the client’s name. The qualified custodian maintains physical custody of all funds and
securities of the Account, and the client retains all rights of ownership (e.g., right to withdraw securities or
cash, exercise or delegate proxy voting and receive transaction confirmations) of the Account. Please
see Item 12 for more information.

It is important for a client to understand that we manage investments for other clients. The advice we
give to any client might be different from the advice we give other clients and different from the actions
taken on our personal accounts, which presents the potential for a conflict of interest. SoFi Wealth is not
obligated to buy, sell or recommend to you any security or other investment that we may buy, sell or
recommend for any other clients or for our own accounts.

Conflicts may arise in the allocation of investment opportunities among accounts that we manage. We
strive to allocate investment opportunities believed to be appropriate for your account(s) based on the
information you have provided, and other accounts advised by our firm among such accounts equitably
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and consistent with the best interests of all accounts involved. However, there can be no assurance that
a particular investment opportunity that comes to our attention will be allocated in any particular manner.
If we obtain material, non-public information about a security or its issuer that we may not lawfully use or
disclose, we have absolutely no obligation to disclose the information to any client or use it for any
client’s benefit.

Financial Planning Services

SoFi Wealth offers clients the opportunity to engage by phone and email with financial planners through
the following service:

● Basic Financial Planning – At no charge to the client, the client may engage with a financial
planner in periodic sessions (by phone and email and video call) for up to 90 days. The objective
of the session is to create a limited and targeted financial plan for a specific defined topic, such
as managing the general household budget, insurance planning, debt management, retirement
saving, college saving, home buying, or asset allocation & investment planning. The planner will
obtain a general understanding of the client’s financial situation but will not always obtain a
comprehensive view necessary for a full financial plan. If the planner determines that the client’s
financial situation is complex enough to require a comprehensive financial plan, the planner will
make this option available to the client. In these cases, additional data gathering will be
conducted and the planner will leverage financial planning software to model potential scenarios
before delivering recommendations. The SoFi Wealth planner will not have any continuing
obligation to the client and will not monitor the client’s situation. To obtain the Basic Financial
Planning service, a client would enter into a Planning Agreement with SoFi Wealth.

SoFi Wealth Financial Planners do not implement any transaction on behalf of our Clients and SoFi
Wealth and its Financial Planners do not engage in active or ongoing management of investments for
clients. The client has the sole responsibility to determine whether to and how to implement the financial
planning recommendations. Financial plans do not include any specific recommendations of individual
securities.

SoFi Wealth and its Financial Planners do not actively monitor any client’s financial situation or
investments. The client has the sole responsibility to monitor his or her own financial situation and to
seek input from a Financial Planner if circumstances change or merit additional analysis and planning.

SoFi Wealth’s planning services and any recommendations are dependent on receiving accurate
information from the client.

SoFi Wealth sets forth in its Planning Agreement that the planning service does not include any tax or
legal advice.

See Item 10: Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations for details around potential conflicts of
interest in the recommendations provided within the previous section.

Assets Under Management
SoFi Wealth has $426,440,567 under management as of June 22, 2021.
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Ownership
SoFi Wealth is a wholly owned subsidiary of Social Finance Inc., which is a wholly owned subsidiary of
SoFi Technologies, Inc.

Item 5: Fees and Compensation
SoFi Wealth offers asset management services under the brand “Automated Investing”, under the
broader SoFi Invest umbrella. SoFi Wealth does not currently charge a management fee for Automated
Investing. SoFi Wealth will likely introduce other products or services for which it does charge a fee in the
future. SoFi Wealth may make changes to  fees from time to time.

SoFi Wealth does not currently receive any sales commissions, 12b-1 fees or other fees from ETFs or
other products for investing such funds on behalf of advisory clients. If at any point this changes in the
future, clients will be appropriately notified and disclosures updated.

As a general matter, clients who invest in an ETF pay ETF fees. An ETF typically includes embedded
expenses that may reduce the fund's net asset value, and therefore directly affect the fund's performance
and affect a Client’s portfolio performance or an index benchmark comparison. Expenses of an ETF may
include management fees, custodian fees, brokerage commissions, and legal and accounting fees. ETF
expenses may change from time to time at the sole discretion of the ETF issuer. These ETF fees do not
flow back to SoFi Wealth.

SoFi ETFs include the SoFi Select 500 ETF, SoFi Next 500 ETF, SoFi 50 ETF, SoFi Weekly Income ETF,
SoFi Gig Economy ETF, and SoFi Weekly Dividend ETF. SoFi ETFs are distributed by Foreside Fund
Services, LLC. SoFi is not an affiliated person of the Funds, the Adviser, the Sub-Adviser, the distributor,
or any of their affiliates. The Fund’s investment adviser has agreed to waive its Management Fees for the
SoFi-sponsored ETFs used in Automated Investing (SFY and SFYX) until at least June 30, 2022. At
some point in the future those fee waivers will end, and at that point, SoFi would earn revenue from
these ETFs based on the investments made by SoFi clients.

Investors are charged incidental fees for certain services provided by our clearing firm (Apex Clearing)
such as IRA administration, sending money or securities to another firm via ACAT, or sending paper
statements or confirms (electronically delivered documents are free). These fees may change from time
to time and can be found at the following location when logged into your account on the SoFI website:
www.sofi.com/invest/fee-schedule.

A single, all-inclusive fee for brokerage, custodial and recordkeeping services may cost the client more or
less than the cost of purchasing these services separately. The primary factor affecting the
comprehensive fee is the provision by SoFi Wealth of individualized investment advice and portfolio
management services tailored to the needs of each individual. SoFi Securities, LLC, an affiliate of the
Firm, marks up these charges under certain circumstances to cover costs associated with the
administration of such fees.

SoFi Wealth does not receive transaction-based compensation for the sale of securities to SoFi Wealth
investors. Some investors in SoFi Wealth may also be clients of SoFi Securities, LLC and may purchase
securities through them.
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At the end of each month during which an account had activity, but not less than quarterly, SoFi Wealth’s
Clearing Broker Dealer, Apex Clearing, will prepare and provide a statement to each investor. The
statement will include:

▪ the net asset value of a portfolio in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,
as applied in the United States as of such time;

▪ the amount of distributions;
▪ the securities holdings;
▪ change in value; and
▪ the Management Fee, if any.

SoFi Wealth will make these statements available online from their proprietary site, as well as keep client
positions, including: shares owned, account value, and transaction history available to the client through
the site, which will be updated after the end of each business day.

All references to conflicts of interest in the above section are explained further in Item 10: Other Financial
Industry Activities and Affiliations.

Item 6: Performance-Based Fees
SoFi Wealth does not receive any performance-based compensation.

Item 7: Types of Clients
SoFi Wealth’s clients are individual investors, including individuals, high net-worth individuals, trusts, and
estates. There is no minimum investment commitment. Account and ACH minimums may be waived at
the election of the Firm. SoFi Wealth leverages its technology platform in order to allow for smaller client
minimums as we rely on our risk and portfolio management systems to develop optimal portfolios for our
clients.

SoFi Wealth relies heavily on technology to perform investment management services. SoFi Wealth
Clients are made aware of the following when utilizing SoFi Wealth’s software-based IA services via this
disclosure document:

● Clients of SoFi Wealth agree to rely primarily on the SoFi Wealth website for their account
information, including, but not limited to, their positions, profits and losses, account value,
account performance, statements, and confirmations. However, quarterly or monthly statements
as well as trade confirmations will be provided electronically to the client by the clearing
broker-dealer on the SoFi website;

● Clients of SoFi Wealth agree that their risk profile is created through our profiling system, and this
information is used to map clients to their recommended portfolios. We recommend that clients
re-evaluate their risk profile if any of their circumstances have changed in a material way. This
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will allow SoFi Wealth to quickly recommend a new portfolio, and to establish the client in those
new positions;

● Investments in the SoFi Wealth wrap program will be ETFs, and SoFi Wealth will focus on ETFs
with low expense ratios while still sufficiently tracking their underlying indices, and SoFi has a
preference for placing client funds in the SoFi-sponsored ETFs over other ETFs. Clients investing
in SoFi automated investing portfolios, may request any specific investment restrictions by
contacting us at (855) 525-7634. Clients investing in the SoFi automated investing portfolios will
invest in part in SoFi-sponsored ETFs, which presents a conflict of interest.

All references to conflicts of interest in the above section are explained further in Item 10: Other Financial
Industry Activities and Affiliations.

Item 8: Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
Methods of Analysis
SoFi Wealth uses a Goals, Risk and Objectives Exercise and an asset class based strategic asset
allocation to create a plan for clients to reach their financial goals. We begin by gathering information
about the client. Next, we ask for information about the client’s goals, the amount of time the client
identifies as the period over which to reach those goals, and the investor’s stated risk tolerance. We then
use algorithmic asset allocation to formulate an investment strategy that can help them reach those
goals. Finally, we help them implement the plan by creating and managing a portfolio based on the target
they selected. Algorithms are utilized to assess the risk tolerance of a client and to recommend an asset
allocation. Clients may accept our recommended investment strategy or select a different one.

SoFi Wealth investment strategies typically contain 4-12 ETF securities, some of which are SoFi
sponsored, which track world indices and will allow us to create diversified portfolios for our clients.
These strategies attempt to offer favorable expected returns given the risk tolerance, time horizon, and
objectives of each strategy. Note that past performance is no indication of future returns. SoFi Wealth will
adjust portfolios periodically to reflect our analysis of world market conditions. This could result in periods
of time where the portfolios are completely in cash or cash equivalents.

There are many ways to build a portfolio of stocks and bonds. Most approaches fall into one of two
categories: passive or active. Passive investing picks a benchmark index and mirrors it. An ETF tracking
the S&P 500 Index is an example. Active involves making decisions that differ from the benchmark index.
A mutual fund benchmarked to the MSCI World Index that picks what it thinks are the best stocks from
anywhere in the world, or one that might overweight Europe at the expense of Japan, are examples of
active investing.

SoFi Wealth employs the active management of passive assets. We actively curate a portfolio of
passively managed index ETFs. Portfolios are generally composed of broadly diversified ETFs that
invest in global stocks and bonds, but SoFi Wealth is not limited to these types of investments.

Our Investment Committee drives our portfolio allocation decisions using a combination of
backward-looking investment metrics and forward-looking estimates. We also document whether we
believe our bias is adding value to the portfolios relative to the static benchmarks for each strategy. We
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believe this approach will deliver better returns over the long run than holding the same allocation mix
with no adjustments for changing economic conditions.

The recommendation of a given investment strategy is heavily dependent on the information provided to
SoFi Wealth during the risk profile component of the account opening and during subsequent client
update requests, which are transmitted to all clients annually. A client may also log in to their account at
any time and provide updated information which may result in a change to their recommendation. If
inaccurate information is provided or if a client fails to respond to update requests, the quality and
reliability of advice could be materially impacted.

SoFi Wealth recommends investment strategies based on risk assumptions that are correlated primarily
to the savings goals, time horizon and risk tolerance of the investor and does not consider assets or
objectives outside of the stated client goal. The limitations of such an algorithm should be considered in
the evaluation of services provided by the Firm. The algorithm utilized does not take into account all
market factors, your specific tax situation, political risk, or currency risk. Once an investor has confirmed
an investment strategy, they open an account, fund it electronically, and SoFi Wealth implements their
plan by investing in the strategy.

Portfolios are automatically rebalanced when asset class weightings drift outside of tolerance ranges.
This rebalancing could result in capital gains for some clients. The Investment Committee may alter the
mix of a given investment strategy from time to time, either by altering the percentages of existing ETFs
or replacing one or more ETFs in the portfolio. SoFi clients investing in SoFi’s automated investing
portfolios will invest in part in SoFi-sponsored ETFs, which provide the broad asset allocation determined
by these strategies. Using SoFi-sponsored ETFs in SoFi Wealth’s automated investing portfolios allows
those ETFs to be commercially viable and more attractive in the market without SoFi having to invest its
own capital in those ETFs.SoFi clients should be aware that there is a potential that similar products may
offer better performance and/or longer track records than SoFi-sponsored ETFs.

SoFi has conflicts of interests related to the SoFi-sponsored ETFs, including the following conflicts of
interest: First, while the investment advisor for the SoFi-sponsored ETFs has agreed to waive
management fees for the SoFi-sponsored ETFs used in Automated Investing (SFY and SFYX) until at
least June 30, 2022, in the future those fee waivers will end, and at that point, SoFi would earn revenue
from the SoFi-sponsored ETFs based on the investments made by SoFi clients. SoFi has the potential to
earn revenue from the selection of ETFs for which SoFi is the sponsor if the underlying funds generate
revenue. Second, SoFi receives a marketing benefit of increased brand awareness and marketing reach
from the SoFi-sponsored ETFs. Third, SoFi Wealth has a conflict of interest when allocating client
accounts between SoFi-sponsored ETFs and third-party ETFs. SoFi Wealth has a conflict of interest
when allocating client accounts between SoFi-sponsored ETFs, for which it has a preference, and
third-party ETFs as third party ETFs may offer better performance.

The rebalancing algorithms described above and/or a neutral allocation to cash might rebalance client
accounts without regard to market conditions and on a high frequency basis, as cash contributed to the
account will result in rebalancing.

All references to conflicts of interest in the above section are explained further in Item 10: Other Financial
Industry Activities and Affiliations.
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Investment Strategies
▪ Aggressive – Investors with an aggressive risk tolerance focus on maximizing returns,

believing that getting the greatest long-term return is more important than limiting short-term
market fluctuations. They should expect large movements, both up and down, in the value of
their portfolio. This strategy has the greatest potential to generate gains over time, but it also
comes with the most risk and there may be periods where significant portfolio losses occur.
The proportion of stocks in the portfolio may reach 100%.

▪ Moderately Aggressive – Investors with a moderately aggressive risk tolerance focus on
maximizing returns but want a small portion of their portfolio invested in bonds to limit the full
effects of stock market movements. However, they should still expect large movements, both
up and down, in the value of their portfolio given the large allocation to stocks. Stocks will
compose 70-90% of the portfolio, with the remainder invested in bonds.

▪ Moderate – Investors with a moderate risk tolerance balance potential risk with potential
reward. They are not seeking the highest return possible and will accept lower returns to
reduce large fluctuations in the value of their portfolio. With an allocation of 50-70% in stocks,
this portfolio is not immune to stock market drawdowns and still comes with considerable risk
of losing money. However, a 30-50% allocation to bonds should prevent the investor from
suffering the full effects of a stock market sell-off.

▪ Moderately Conservative – Investors with a moderately conservative risk tolerance focus
more on reducing risk than on portfolio gains, although they are usually comfortable with
some degree of market fluctuation and wish to have a portion of their portfolio invested in the
stock market to increase expected future returns. Stocks still comprise 20-40% of this
portfolio, so there may be periods where the portfolio suffers a loss of value. An allocation of
60-80% to bonds should limit the effects of a stock market sell-off but will not entirely.

▪ Conservative – Investors with a conservative risk tolerance wish to avoid large drawdowns
that can typically arise from investing in the stock market. These investors are more
concerned with limiting their downside risk and, to achieve that goal, are comfortable not
achieving the potentially higher returns of the stock market. They are focused on generating
consistent returns over time and avoiding large losses. The proportion of bonds in the
portfolio may reach 100%.

The asset allocations in these target portfolios and the specific securities used to implement them may
change from time to time. SoFi Wealth maintains allocations within qualified accounts that are distinct
from non-qualified accounts to account for the tax treatment of such assets. Expected Returns are
decomposed into dividend/interest and capital gains. Assumed tax rates, which are applied on an asset
specific basis, are applied to each portion in order to get to an approximate after-tax return. Taxable
account strategies are optimized using these after-tax returns. SoFi Wealth’s tax assumptions are
designed to be generally applicable but may not necessarily be appropriate for each individual’s
circumstances. Nontaxable accounts, however, are optimized under the pretax return and thus result in a
different asset allocation than a taxable account of the same risk.
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The performance benchmark for our investment strategies is a blended benchmark of the MSCI All
Country World Index (ACWI) and the Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Index, blended to meet the
approximate expected stock and bond exposure levels of each investment strategy, though these
exposure levels may not exactly equal that of the blended benchmark.

Risk of Loss
The SoFi Wealth investment program entails risk, including the risk of a total loss of principal. There can
be no assurance that the investment objective of the portfolios will be achieved and that investors will not
incur losses. When investing in securities, clients may be subject to numerous risks including those that
arise as a result of changes in general economic and market conditions, such as interest rates,
availability of credit, inflation rates, and economic uncertainty. While the use of diversified investment
vehicles, such as exchange traded funds (ETFs), reduces the risk of investing in individual securities, it
cannot completely eliminate this risk. These ETFs invest in individual stocks and bonds that are subject
to the risks that include industry conditions, laws, governmental regulation, competition, technological
developments, and national and international political circumstances. It is possible that these portfolios
will lose money. The shorter the holding period one considers, the greater the probability of a loss over
that given holding period.

There are other risks an investor should consider, including, but not limited to: credit risk, legislative risk,
tax risk, and emerging markets risk. SoFi Wealth makes no guarantee of an investor’s internet provider
to access the website. Further, as SoFi Wealth delivers its services entirely through its online platform
there is a risk that the software may not perform as designed.

Item 9: Disciplinary Information
There are no legal or disciplinary events that are material to a client’s or prospective client’s evaluation of
our business or integrity.

Item 10: Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
Social Finance, Inc.
SoFi Wealth is owned by Social Finance Inc., which is a wholly owned subsidiary of SoFi Technologies,
Inc. Social Finance, Inc is commonly known as and referred to in this ADV as “SoFi.” SoFi was formed
with the intention to be a new kind of finance company. It is our goal to take a radical approach to lending
and wealth management. We strive to develop innovative products and tools for faster service and open
conversations. Whether our members are looking to buy a home, save money on student loans, or
invest in their future, SoFi seeks to provide useful tools, products, and services. 

Social Finance, Inc. is the sponsor of an ETF fund family (currently constituting 6 funds which have been
filed with the SEC) in partnership with Toroso Investments, LLC (“ETF Advisor'') and Tidal ETF services,
and has a direct economic interest in these funds.
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The ETF Advisor serves as investment adviser to the funds and has overall responsibility for the general
management and administration of the funds. The ETF Advisor also arranges for sub-advisory, transfer
agency, custody, fund administration, and all other related services necessary for the funds to operate.
The ETF Advisor has entered into an Agreement with Social Finance Inc., under which Social Finance,
Inc. pays many expenses of the funds. Although Social Finance Inc. has agreed to be responsible for
expenses, the ETF Advisor retains the ultimate obligation to the funds to pay such expenses. Social
Finance. will also provide marketing support for the funds, including hosting the funds website and
preparing marketing materials related to the funds. For these services and payments, Social Finance,
Inc. is entitled to a fee based on the total management fee earned by the ETF Advisor under the
Advisory Agreement less certain expenses and start-up costs. Social Finance, Inc. does not make
investment decisions, provide investment advice, or otherwise act in the capacity of an investment
adviser to the funds.

SoFi has conflicts of interests related to the SoFi-sponsored ETFs, including, but not limited to the
following conflicts of interest: First, while the investment advisor for the SoFi-sponsored ETFs has agreed
to waive management fees for the SoFi-sponsored ETFs used in Automated Investing (SFY and SFYX)
until at least June 30, 2022, in the future those fee waivers will end, and at that point, SoFi would earn
revenue from the SoFi-sponsored ETFs based on the investments made by SoFi clients. SoFi has the
potential to earn revenue from the selection of ETFs for which SoFi is the sponsor if the underlying funds
generate revenue. Second, SoFi receives a marketing benefit of increased brand awareness and
marketing reach from SoFi-sponsored ETFs. Third, SoFi Wealth has a conflict of interest when
allocating client accounts between SoFi-sponsored ETFs and third-party ETFs. SoFi Wealth has a
conflict of interest when allocating client accounts between SoFi-sponsored ETFs, for which it has a
preference,and third-party ETFs as third party ETFs may offer better performance.

The Social Finance, Inc. funds are included in SoFi Wealth portfolios and marketed directly to SoFi
Wealth clients. SoFi Wealth does not make investment decisions, provide investment advice, or
otherwise act in the capacity of an investment adviser to the funds.

SoFi Wealth uses, suggests and recommends its own services and products in addition to the services
and products of affiliated entities in connection with the SoFi Wealth advisory business. The particular
services and products recommended will be dependent upon the particular client and their stated
objectives. The arrangements described below can involve compensation arrangements which may take
the form of commissions, service fees or other equivalents. SoFi clients are not entitled to any
compensation received by SoFi affiliates.

Affiliations

Social Finance, Inc. owns or holds investments in multiple operating companies in addition to SoFi
Wealth that offer financial services. Firms affiliated with SoFi Wealth include: SoFi Securities LLC, a
registered broker-dealer; SoFi Capital Advisors LLC, an exempt reporting investment adviser, SoFi
Digital Assets, LLC, SoFi Lending Corp., a non-bank consumer lending company, SoFi Credit Corp.,
LLC, and SoFi Insurance Holding Corp.

SoFi Wealth may deliver to its clients information about and advertisements for products and services
offered by its affiliates, as described in detail below. In addition, SoFi Wealth can recommend specific
products from marketing partnerships that Social Finance Inc maintains and as such, Social Finance, Inc.
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is compensated for these referrals, which is a conflict of interest since it could result in increased
compensation to our Firm.

Several of the affiliated companies have activities that create interests for SoFi Wealth that conflict with a
client’s interests. Please note that SoFi Wealth has established a number of policies and procedures that
are designed to identify and address potential conflicts of interest between affiliates.

SoFi Securities, LLC
SoFi Wealth is under common ownership with the full-service, introducing broker/dealer, SoFi Securities
LLC, used for all SoFi Wealth managed accounts. SoFi Securities LLC is a member of FINRA and SIPC.
SoFi Wealth and SoFi Securities LLC share office space, personnel, and resources. Many of the SoFi
Wealth advisory personnel are also registered representatives with SoFi Securities LLC. SoFi Securities
LLC also provides no commission brokerage services to customers under the SoFi Invest umbrella,
called “Active Investing”. SoFi Wealth clients may be marketed this service and may choose to
participate; however, it would be under a separate, direct agreement with SoFi Securities, LLC and in a
separate SoFi Securities, LLC account (and only incidental to their SoFi Wealth activities).

SoFi Wealth clients who purchase securities through the SoFi Wealth platform are required to utilize the
brokerage services of our affiliate, SoFi Securities, a member of FINRA and SIPC, which acts as an
introducing broker-dealer (or agent for custody) in effecting securities transactions for Clients’ Accounts
in which Apex Clearing provides trade execution and clearing services. Apex Clearing is broker-dealer,
member FINRA and SIPC. Social Finance, Inc. owns a minority ownership interest in Apex Clearing. As
such, SoFi Securities LLC may receive fees or other benefits from their role as introducing broker-dealer,
including rebates on order flow, securities lending, and by earning interest on uninvested cash in
brokerage accounts. SoFi Securities LLC does not charge commissions on trades. However, revenue is
earned from rebates on order flow, securities lending, and by earning interest on uninvested cash in
brokerage accounts. For the order flow rebates, we use third parties to execute transactions and they
pay rebates to SoFi Securities for the opportunity to execute these transactions. However, all parties still
have an obligation to execute all customer orders in the most advantageous way for the client. The
securities in your account can be lent to Apex Clearing. This does not affect your ability to sell your
securities. We are also limited in investment selection; we can only invest your account in securities
which are available on Apex’s platform. This causes a conflict of interest, as there may be securities
available on other platforms that are not available on Apex’s platform.

All brokerage services provided by SoFi Securities LLC within the scope of SoFi Wealth activities are for
the Asset Management Services outlined in Item 4 of this brochure.

SoFi Lending Corp.
SoFi Lending Corp. is a non-bank, consumer lending company providing student loans, real
estate-secured mortgage loans, personal loans, and consumer credit services to the general public. If
you obtain a SoFi Lending loan or other service, SoFi Wealth as an affiliate of SoFi Lending would earn
revenue. SoFi Wealth’s affiliation with SoFi Lending Corp. can create interests for SoFi Wealth that
conflict with a client’s interests. You are not required to use any SoFi Lending products or services to
obtain SoFi Wealth services. However, from time to time, SoFi Wealth may recommend that you use a
product offered by SoFi Lending Corp which will create a conflict of interest since it could result in
increased compensation to our Firm, Social Finance, and/or other affiliates described herein.
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SoFi Credit, LLC
SoFi Credit, LLC provides credit card services to cardholders. If you obtain a SoFi Credit card or other
service, SoFi Wealth as an affiliate of SoFi Credit would earn revenue. SoFi Wealth’s affiliation with SoFi
Credit creates interests for SoFi Wealth that could potentially conflict with a client’s interests. You are not
required to use any SoFi Credit products or services to obtain SoFi Wealth services. However, from time
to time, SoFi Wealth may recommend that you use a product offered by SoFi Credit, LLC which will
create a conflict of interest since it could result in increased compensation to our Firm, Social Finance
Inc., and/or other affiliates described herein.

Social Digital Assets, LLC

SoFi Wealth clients may be marketed the opportunity to invest in cryptocurrencies through SoFi Digital
Assets, LLC, which also sits under the umbrella of SoFi Invest. SoFi Wealth will not offer investment
advice nor recommendations with respect to cryptocurrencies.

SoFi Insurance Holdings Corp.

SoFi Wealth clients may be marketed the opportunity to purchase insurance products through SoFi
Insurance Holding Corp., who has partnered with a number of affiliates to create competitive insurance
products available to SoFi clients. SoFi is compensated for the referral of prospective clients who
purchase insurance products through these affiliates. The referral to these insurance products will create
a conflict of interest since it could result in increased compensation to our Firm, Social Finance, Inc.,
and/or other affiliates described herein.

Additional information about SoFi Wealth’s structure and directors is provided on Part 1 of SoFi Wealth’s
Form ADV which is available online at http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

SoFi Wealth does not recommend or select other investment advisers for clients.

Item 11: Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in Client Transactions
and Personal Trading
SoFi Wealth has adopted a Code of Ethics expressing its commitment to ethical conduct to comply with
applicable securities laws including those relating to employees’ personal trading, insider trading and
anti-money laundering. SoFi Wealth's Code of Ethics describes the firm's fiduciary duties and
responsibilities to clients and sets forth SoFi Wealth's practice of supervising the personal securities
transactions of employees. Individuals associated with SoFi Wealth may buy or sell securities for their
personal accounts identical to or different from those recommended to clients of the advisor.

Associated persons may buy or sell specific securities for their own accounts that are not purchased or
sold for Clients. SoFi Wealth monitors the securities transactions of all associated persons and
investigates any unusual patterns that it detects. Neither SoFi Wealth nor any of its associated persons
has any material financial interest in client transactions beyond the provision of investment advisory
services as disclosed in this brochure. Note that associated persons do not receive. incentive
compensation, bonuses or commissions for assets under management, product sale commissions or the
recommendation or sale of any products.
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To avoid a conflict of interest between SoFi Wealth and its clients, SoFi Wealth prohibits principal
securities transactions between SoFi Wealth and any advisory client without first obtaining the prior
written approval of the Chief Compliance Officer and the written consent of the client. SoFi Wealth will
also not cross trades between client accounts. SoFi Wealth will provide a complete copy of its Code of
Ethics to any client or prospective client upon request.

Affiliates of the Investment Adviser often provide other services to investors and in these scenarios, will
receive fees from the investors in such capacities. Other present and future activities of the SoFi Wealth
and other Affiliates of SoFi Wealth give rise to additional conflicts of interest. Notwithstanding such
conflicts, SoFi Wealth understands that it is a fiduciary to the investors and is committed to implement
the obligations stated in its Code of Ethics.

Item 12: Brokerage Practices
SoFi Wealth clients who purchase securities through the SoFi Wealth platform are required to utilize the
brokerage services of our affiliate, SoFi Securities, a member of FINRA and SIPC, which acts as an
introducing broker-dealer (or agent for custody) in effecting securities transactions for Clients’ Accounts
in which Apex Clearing provides trade execution and clearing services. Apex Clearing is broker-dealer,
member FINRA and SIPC.

Not all investment adviser firms require the use of a particular broker/dealer. However, for operational
and compliance purposes, we have made the decision to provide all asset management services through
one brokerage, custodial platform. You are not required or obligated to utilize our services and therefore
you are not required or obligated to open an account with SoFi Securities and Apex Clearing. However, if
you do not want to use SoFi Securities or Apex Clearing, we are unable to provide our asset
management services.

SoFi Wealth seeks the best overall execution of transactions for Client Accounts consistent with its
judgment as to the business qualifications of the various brokers through which SoFi Wealth accounts
are available. Using an affiliated broker presents a conflict of interest, as it can result in additional
compensation for the firm. SoFi Wealth obtains information as to the general level of commission rates
being charged by the brokerage community from time to time and will periodically evaluate the overall
reasonableness of brokerage commissions paid on Client transactions by reference to such data to
ensure competitive commission rates. “Best execution” means the best overall qualitative execution, not
necessarily the lowest possible commission cost. Accordingly, the factors that SoFi Wealth considers
when selecting or recommending Brokers are matters that directly benefit Client Accounts, and
consistent with obtaining the best execution of their transactions. These factors include: execution
capability and available liquidity; timing and size of particular orders; commission rates; responsiveness;
trading experience; reputation, integrity and fairness in resolving disputes; quality of their application
programming interfaces and technology; and other factors.

Social Finance Inc. owns a minority ownership interest in Apex Clearing. As an affiliated company of
Social Finance Inc., SoFi Wealth could receive economic benefits from Apex Clearing. SoFi Wealth’s
interest in generating transactions and other business for Apex Clearing could conflict with a client’s
interests.
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SoFi Securities earns revenue from lending securities and cash, via a sweep mechanism, in client
accounts. Apex Clearing may also have paid for business consulting and professional services received
by SoFi Wealth’s related persons. Some of the products and services made available by Apex Clearing
through the program will benefit SoFi Wealth but will not benefit its Client accounts. These products or
services may assist SoFi Wealth in managing and administering Client accounts, including accounts not
maintained at Apex Clearing.

Other services made available by Apex Clearing are intended to help the Advisor manage and further
develop its business enterprise. The benefits received by the Advisor or its personnel through
participation in the program do not depend on the amount of brokerage transactions directed to Apex
Clearing. As part of its fiduciary duties to clients, the Advisor endeavors at all times to put the interests of
its clients first. Clients should be aware, however, that the receipt of economic benefits by the Advisor or
its related persons in and of itself creates a conflict of interest and may indirectly influence the Advisor’s
choice of Apex Clearing for custody and brokerage services.

SoFi Wealth aggregates orders for a Client’s Account with orders of other Clients. SoFi Wealth may
aggregate securities sale and purchase orders for a Client with similar orders being made
contemporaneously for other Client Accounts. In such an event, the average price of the securities
purchased or sold in such a transaction may be determined and a Client may be charged or credited, as
the case may be, the average transaction price. As a result, however, the price may be less favorable to
the Client than it would be if similar transactions were not being executed concurrently for other
Accounts. SoFi Securities LLC may receive fees or other benefits from their role as introducing
broker-dealer, including rebates on order flow, securities lending, and by earning interest on uninvested
cash in brokerage accounts. SoFi Securities LLC does not charge commissions on trades. However,
revenue is earned from rebates on order flow, securities lending, and by earning interest on uninvested
cash in brokerage accounts.

All references to conflicts of interest in the above section are explained further in Item 10: Other Financial
Industry Activities and Affiliations.

Item 13: Review of Accounts
Portfolios are monitored regularly using software that tracks portfolio drift from neutral allocations and
cash holdings. Drift is managed as a percentage deviation above and below the neutral allocation, known
as tolerance band. When a tolerance band is breached or cash exceeds a maximum threshold, the
portfolio is rebalanced to neutral. Investment Committee personnel oversee algorithms and respond to
identified exceptions, but each client’s account may not be regularly reviewed by such personnel. SoFi
Wealth provides quarterly statements on client accounts that show account balances, account activity
and profits (losses) of the accounts. These statements are delivered electronically and are made
available through the SoFi Wealth website. Statements may be mailed to clients, at their request, for an
additional fee.

SoFi Wealth reviews each Client’s Account when it is opened, and continuously monitors and periodically
rebalances each Client’s portfolio to seek to maintain a Client’s targeted risk tolerance and optimal return
for the Client’s risk level. Note that past performance is no indication of future returns. SoFi Wealth also
conducts reviews when material changes may have occurred to a Client’s portfolio or investment
objectives. On a not less than annual basis, SoFi Wealth contacts each Client to remind them to review
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and update the profile information they previously provided. Portfolio management, investment selection,
and ongoing governance will be provided by an investment committee consisting of John Gardner CFA®,
Business Unit Leader of Invest, Advice, & Protect, William Tanona, Senior Vice President, Corporate
Development and Treasury and Linda H Zhang, Ph.D, who is the CEO and the founder of Purview
Investments.

Item 14: Client Referrals and Other Compensation
SoFi Wealth advertises to attract Clients to establish advisory relationships and maintains agreements
with other companies to promote SoFi Wealth to prospective and potential clients. SoFi Wealth
maintains marketing services agreements with various companies to promote SoFi Wealth to their
customers or website users. SoFi Wealth promotions may appear on social media and other websites,
sites that host articles about investment products and services (including products and services of SoFi
Wealth corporate affiliates disclosed in Item 10), and other firms with customers or users SoFi Wealth
believes might be interested in our services. SoFi Wealth promotions include links to SoFi Wealth.

Promotions offered by such companies may include SoFi offering prospective clients benefits such as
reduced advisory fees, additional advisory services, or branded promotional items of nominal value
(shirts, hats, etc.) for becoming Clients.

SoFi Wealth pays marketing services fees to companies that promote SoFi Wealth. The fee is often paid
based upon the number of customers who reach SoFi through the marketing services and register to
become SoFi Wealth clients. SoFi may also pay marketing services fees on a per impression basis. In
some cases, SoFi Wealth’s fee will be paid only if the client opens an account with a certain amount of
investment.

SoFi maintains on its website a disclosure explaining that marketing fees are paid to other websites and
other companies for presenting SoFi Wealth promotions and links to SoFi Wealth.

Referral and solicitation programs are operated in compliance with the requirements of Rule 206(4)-3
under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended, to the extent required by applicable law.

All references to conflicts of interest in the above section are explained further in Item 10: Other Financial
Industry Activities and Affiliations.

Item 15: Custody
Custody, as it applies to investment advisers, has been defined by regulators as having access or control
over client funds and/or securities. In other words, custody is not limited to physically holding client funds
and securities. If an investment adviser has the ability to access or control client funds or securities, the
investment adviser is deemed to have custody and must ensure proper procedures are implemented.

SoFi Wealth is deemed to have custody of client funds and securities whenever SoFi Wealth is given the
authority to have fees deducted directly from client accounts. This is the only form of custody. It should
be noted that authorization to trade in client accounts is not deemed by regulators to be custody. SoFi
Wealth provides instructions to SoFi Securities regarding the investment of the Client’s assets. Advisory
client assets are held by Apex Clearing, a member of FINRA and SIPC. SoFi Wealth, LLC electronically
sends notifications that monthly or quarterly brokerage and custodial statements produced by Apex
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Clearing are available on its website to clients on an ongoing basis along with electronic transaction
confirmations. These statements and confirmations may be delivered via mail for an additional fee at the
client’s request. These statements should be carefully reviewed by clients. SoFi Wealth encourages its
clients to carefully compare reports and data provided by SoFi Wealth on its website to custodial and
brokerage statements issued by Apex Clearing or other custodians.

Item 16: Investment Discretion
When providing asset management services, SoFi Wealth requires discretionary authority over your
account. You must designate SoFi Wealth with discretionary authority in our written Advisory Agreement.
This provides SoFi Wealth authority to select investments for your account(s) without obtaining your
consent for each transaction.

Investors can select the recommended investment strategy or a different investment strategy that they
choose. If investors select a strategy other than the recommended strategy, an electronic confirmation
will be sent to the investor. Investors do not approve rebalancing and asset allocation executions.

SoFi Wealth requires that a Customer Agreement be completed by a Client who decides to use the SoFi
Wealth website including use of automated advisory tools, and an additional Advisory Agreement to
retain SoFi Wealth as investment adviser and to provide SoFi Wealth discretionary trading and
investment authority over the Client’s assets held with the Broker and Apex Clearing.

Item 17: Voting Client Securities
SoFi Wealth does not vote on proxy statements issued by the securities held in client portfolios. Proxies
will be forwarded directly to clients’ mailing addresses by Apex Clearing.

Item 18: Financial Information
This Item is not applicable because SoFi Wealth does not require or solicit the prepayment of advisory
fees and does not have any adverse financial condition that is reasonably likely to impair our ability to
continuously meet our contractual commitments to our clients.
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Brian   Walsh,   CFP ® Sr.   Manager   of   Financial   
Planning   

Year   of   birth:   1986   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(302)   501-6675   
650   Naamans   Rd.,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Valparaiso   University,   BS   Finance,   2008     
The   American   College,   MS   Financial   Services,   2017   
Currently   a   student   in   Kansas   State   University’s   Personal   Financial   Planning   PhD   program   

  
Professional   Experience   
Sr.   Manager   Financial   Planning,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC 2018   -   Present   
Director   of   Financial   Planning   Solutions,   TIAA-CREF 2015   -   2018   
Manager   of   Partner   Relations,   Advicent   Solutions 2013   -   2014   
Financial   Advisor,   Robert   W.   Baird   &   Co. 2011   -   2013   
Financial   Advisor,   Northwestern   Mutual 2006   -   2011   
  

Professional   Designations   
CERTIFIED  FINANCIAL  PLANNER™  (CFP™)  –  Issued  by  the  Certified  Financial  Planner             
Board  of  Standards  (202-379-2200,  www.cfp.net).  The  CFP ®   designation  is  conveyed  to             
financial  professionals  who  have  demonstrated  mastery  of  nearly  100  topics  dealing  with              
integrated  financial  planning.  Successful  candidates  must  typically  hold  a  Bachelor’s  degree,             
complete  required  course  of  study,  hold  relevant  work  experience,  pass  a  background  check,               
pass  a  10  hour  examination  and  comply  with  a  code  of  ethics.  Continuing  Education                
Requirements   -   30   hours   every   two   years.   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Brian   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Brian   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Brian   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Brian   is   supervised   by   John   Gardner,   (855)   525-7634.   

  



  
  
  

  
  

Melinda   Steans   Assoc.   Financial   Planner   

Year   of   birth:   1993   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   777-1262   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy.,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Texas   at   El   Paso,   MBA   Intl   Business,   2016   
University   of   Illinois   at   Urbana-Champaign,   BA   Linguistics,   2014   

  
Professional   Experience   
Associate   Financial   Planner,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2020   -   Present   
Financial   Advisor,   Equitable   Advisors   LLC 2019   -   2020   
Client   Relationship   Specialist,   Charles   Schwab   &   Co.   2014   -   2019   

    
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Melinda   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Melinda   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Melinda   receives   no   additional   compensation   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Melinda   is   supervised   by   Brian   Walsh,   (302)   501-6675   
   

  



  
  
  

Marcus   Minsky,   CFP ® Financial   Planner   

  Year   of   birth:   1987   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(302)   505-1581   
650   Naamans   Rd.,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Shippensburg   University,   BS   Finance,   2009   

  
Professional   Experience   
Financial   Planner,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2018   -   Present   
Financial   Advisor,   Capital   One   Investing,   LLC 2015   -   2018   
Associate   Wealth   Management   Advisor,   Northwestern   Mutual,   LLC   2015   
Financial   Specialist,   PNC   Investments 2013   -   2015   
  

Professional   Designations   
CERTIFIED  FINANCIAL  PLANNER™  (CFP™)  –  Issued  by  the  Certified  Financial  Planner             
Board  of  Standards  (202-379-2200,  www.cfp.net).  The  CFP ®   designation  is  conveyed  to             
financial  professionals  who  have  demonstrated  mastery  of  nearly  100  topics  dealing  with              
integrated  financial  planning.  Successful  candidates  must  typically  hold  a  Bachelor’s  degree,             
complete  required  course  of  study,  hold  relevant  work  experience,  pass  a  background  check,               
pass  a  10  hour  examination  and  comply  with  a  code  of  ethics.  Continuing  Education                
Requirements   -   30   hours   every   two   years.   

    
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Marcus   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Marcus   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Marcus   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Marcus   is   supervised   by   Brian   Walsh,   (302)   501-6675.   
  

  

  



  
  
  

Gregory   Palmieri,   CFP ® Financial   Planner   

Year   of   birth:   1982   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(302)   505-1571   
650   Naamans   Rd.,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Indiana   University   of   Pennsylvania,   BS   Finance,     
Duquesne   University,   Certification   in   Financial   Planning,   
George   Mason   University,   MBA,   

  
Professional   Experience   
Financial   Planner,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2018   -   Present   
Wealth   Manager,   USAA   Financial   Planning   Services 2014   -   2017   
Rental   Property   Owner   2009   -   2016   
Financial   Advisor,   UBS   Financial   Services,   Inc. 2011   -   2014   
  

Professional   Designations   
CERTIFIED   FINANCIAL   PLANNER™   (CFP®)   –   Issued   by   the   Certified   Financial   Planner   
Board   of   Standards   (202-379-2200,   www.cfp.net).   The   CFP®   designation   is   conveyed   to   
financial   professionals   who   have   demonstrated   mastery   of   nearly   100   topics   dealing   with   
integrated   financial   planning.   Successful   candidates   must   typically   hold   a   Bachelor’s   degree,   
complete   required   course   of   study,   hold   relevant   work   experience,   pass   a   background   check,   
pass   a   10   hour   examination   and   comply   with   a   code   of   ethics.   Continuing   Education  
Requirements   -   30   hours   every   two   years.   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Greg   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Greg  is  a  10%  owner  of  Baghdad  Country  Club  -  Profit  for  a  purpose  company  that  sells                   
different   merchandise   and   donates   a   portion   of   profits   to   veteran   related   charities.   
  

  
Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Greg   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Greg   is   supervised   by   Brian   Walsh,   (302)   501-6675.   

  



  
  
  

  

Lauren   Anastasio,   CFP ® Sr.   Financial   Planner   

Year   of   Birth:   1984   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(302)   266-1516   
650   Naamans   Rd.,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Delaware,   BA   Psychology,   2006   
University   of   Delaware,   MBA,   2010   
La   Grande   Ecole   -   Graduate   School   of   Business,   Master   of   International   Business,   2011   
  

Professional   Experience   
Financial   Planner,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2018   -   Present   
Lending   Operations   Trainer,   SoFi   Lending   Corp 2017   -   2018   
Private   Banker,   JPMorgan 2013   -   2016   
Client   Service   Associate,   JPMorgan 2010   -   2013   

  
Professional   Designations   
CERTIFIED  FINANCIAL  PLANNER™  (CFP™)  –  Issued  by  the  Certified  Financial  Planner             
Board  of  Standards  (202-379-2200,  www.cfp.net).  The  CFP ®   designation  is  conveyed  to             
financial  professionals  who  have  demonstrated  mastery  of  nearly  100  topics  dealing  with              
integrated  financial  planning.  Successful  candidates  must  typically  hold  a  Bachelor’s  degree,             
complete  required  course  of  study,  hold  relevant  work  experience,  pass  a  background  check,               
pass  a  10  hour  examination  and  comply  with  a  code  of  ethics.  Continuing  Education                
Requirements   -   30   hours   every   two   years.   
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Lauren   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Lauren   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Lauren   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Lauren   is   supervised   by   Brian   Walsh,   (302)   501-6675.   

  



  
  
  

Ryan   Tuttle,   CFP ® Financial   Planner   

Year   of   birth:   1972   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   429-3873   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy.,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Utah,   BS   Finance,   2007   

  
Professional   Experience   
Financial   Planner,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2017   -   Present   
Senior   Financial   Consultant,   TD   Ameritrade,   Inc. 2014   -   2017   
Financial   Services   Representative,   E*Trade   Securities   LLC 2013   -   2014   

  
Professional   Designations   
CERTIFIED   FINANCIAL   PLANNER™   (CFP®)   –   Issued   by   the   Certified   Financial   Planner   
Board   of   Standards   (202-379-2200,   www.cfp.net).   The   CFP®   designation   is   conveyed   to   
financial   professionals   who   have   demonstrated   mastery   of   nearly   100   topics   dealing   with   
integrated   financial   planning.   Successful   candidates   must   typically   hold   a   Bachelor’s   degree,   
complete   required   course   of   study,   hold   relevant   work   experience,   pass   a   background   check,   
pass   a   10   hour   examination   and   comply   with   a   code   of   ethics.   Continuing   Education  
Requirements   -   30   hours   every   two   years.   
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Ryan   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Ryan   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Ryan   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Ryan   is   supervised   by   Brian   Walsh,   (302)   501-6675.   
   

  



  
  
  

Jorge   Oliveira Assoc.   Financial   Planner   

Birth   Year:   1982   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   777-1262   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy.,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Brigham   Young   University,   BA   University   Studies,   2019   

  
Professional   Experience   
Associate   Financial   Planner,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2020   -   Present   
Financial   Advisor,   Merrill   Lynch,   Pierce,   Fenner   &   Smith   Inc 2019   -   2020   
Compliance   Analyst,   Goldman   Sachs   Co.   2018   -   2019   
  

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Jorge   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Jorge   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Jorge   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Jorge   is   supervised   by   Brian   Walsh,   (302)   501-6675.   
  

  

  

   

  



  
  
  

Tyler   Clark Sr   Manager   Invest   Operations   

Year   of   birth:    1976   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   831-7004   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Utah   Valley   University,   BS   Business   Administration   and   Management,   2001   
Utah   State   University,   MBA,   2003   
  

Professional   Experience   
Manager   of   Financial   Planning,   Social   Finance,   Inc.   2017   -   Present   
Investment   Education   Manager,   TD   Ameritrade   2009   -   2016   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Tyler   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Tyler   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Tyler   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Tyler   is   supervised   by   John   Gardner,   (855)   525-7634.   
   

  



  
  
  

R.   Chad   Jones     Assoc.   Manager,   Invest   Operations   

Year   of   Birth:   1975   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   419-2114   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Graduated   from   Kearn   High   School,   1993,   no   formal   education   after   high   school.   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   Social   Finance,   Inc.  2017   -   Present   
Support   Representative,   TD   Ameritrade   2013   -   2017   
Client   Service   Consultant,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors,   LLC 2011   -   2013   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Chad   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Chad   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Chad   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Chad   is   supervised   by   Tyler   Clark   (385)   831-7004   
  
  

   

  



  
  
  

Christopher   Bingham       Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   Birth:   1978   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   429-3992   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   
  

Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education     
Graduated   from   Kearn   High   School,   1997,   no   formal   Education   after   High   School   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2019   -   Present   
Money TM    Specialist,   SoFi   Securities   LLC 2018   -   2019   
Ameriverst   Support,   TD   Ameritrade,   Inc. 2015   -   2017   
Registered   Representative,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors   LLC 2011   -   2015   
Trading   Representative,   Wells   Fargo   Investments,   LLC 2008   -   2011   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Christopher   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Christopher   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Christopher   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Christopher   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones   (385)   419-2114.   
  

   

  



  
  
  

Josh   Hendricks        Senior   Investment   Specialist   

Year   of   birth:   1972   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   654-7643   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Dixie   College,   General   Studies,   1993   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC 2018   -   Present   
Active   Trader   Services,   E*Trade   Securities,   LLC 2014   -    2017   
Financial   Services   Representative,   E*Trade   Securities,   LLC 2009   -   2014   
Investment   Coach,   True   North   Academy 2006   -   2009   
Active   Trader   Services,   Fidelity 1993   -   2006   
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Josh   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Josh   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Josh   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Josh   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones(385)   419-2114.   

   

  



  
  
  

Sean   Hytry Senior   Investment   Specialist   

Year   of   Birth:   1968   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Westminster   College,   BS   Business,   1999   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2017   -   Present     
Private   Client   Group,   Fidelity   Investments   2016   -   2017     
Team   Manager,   TD   Ameritrade   2013   -   2016     
Team   Leader,   E*Trade   Securities,   LLC 2006   -   2013     

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Sean   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Sean   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Sean   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Sean   is   supervised   by   Tyler   Clark   (385)   831-7004.   
  
  

   

  



  
  
  

Robert   Brabson Trade   Operations   Analyst   

Year   of   Birth:   1991   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
650   Naamans   Rd.   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Delaware,   BS   Finance,   BS   Management,   2013   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC 2019   -   Present   
Trading   Manager,   Affinity   Wealth   Management,   LLC 2013   -   2019   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Robert   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Robert   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Robert   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Robert   is   supervised   by   Tyler   Clark   (385)   831-7004.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Nikita   Shah     Assoc.   Manager,   Invest   Operations   

Year   of   Birth:   1993   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
650   Naamans   Rd.   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Graduated   from   Central   High   School   of   Philadelphia,   2011   
Attended   Temple   University,   2012   -   2015   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC 2019   -   Present   
Investment   Consultant,   Scottrade,   Inc. 2016   -   2018   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Nikita   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Nikita   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Nikita   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Nikita   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones(385)   419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Justin   Raleigh Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   Birth:   1979   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   831-7004   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Graduated   from   Taylorsville   High   School,   1997,   no   formal   Education   after   High   School   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC 2019   -   Present   
Dispatcher,   Thatcher   Company   2019   -   Present   
CSA,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors   2018-2019   
RCSA,   Morgan   Stanley   2013-2018   
IRC,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors   2011-2013   
Registered   Associated,   E*trade   2009-2011   
Education   Counselor,   Investools   2009-2009   
Registered   Associate,   Fidelity   Investments   2005-2009   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Justin   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Justin   is   a   driver   for   Uber   &   Lyft.     
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Justin   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Justin   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones(385)   419-2114.   
  

  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Maury   Kimball    Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   Birth:   1972   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   630-4090   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   Utah   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Georgia,   BA   Political   Science,   1998   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Advisor,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC 2019   -   Present   
Regional   Leader   SRU,   Morgan   Stanley   2013-2017   
Trading   and   Private   Banking   for   High   Net   Worth,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors   2010-2013   
Stock   Plans   and   Trading,   ETrade   2008-2010   
Retirement   Specialist,   Fidelity   Investments   2007-2008   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Maury   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Maury   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Maury   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Maury   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones(385)   419-2114.   
  

  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Honeigh   Strickland,   CFP ® Senior   Manager   

Year   of   Birth:   1988   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
1   Letterman   Drive   Bldg.   D   
San   Francisco,   CA   94129   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Virginia   Polytechnic   &   State   University,   BS   Finance,   2010   

  
Professional   Experience   
Senior   Manager,   Social   Finance,   Inc. 2018   -   Present   
Manager,   SoFi   Lending   Corp 2017   -   2018   
Product   Operations   &   Partnerships,   Zenefits 2015   -   2017   
Manager   -   Financial   Planning,   SBSB,   Inc. 2011   -   2015   

  
Professional   Designations   
CERTIFIED   FINANCIAL   PLANNER™   (CFP®)   –   Issued   by   the   Certified   Financial   Planner   
Board   of   Standards   (202-379-2200,   www.cfp.net).   The   CFP®   designation   is   conveyed   to   
financial   professionals   who   have   demonstrated   mastery   of   nearly   100   topics   dealing   with   
integrated   financial   planning.   Successful   candidates   must   typically   hold   a   Bachelor’s   degree,   
complete   required   course   of   study,   hold   relevant   work   experience,   pass   a   background   check,   
pass   a   10   hour   examination   and   comply   with   a   code   of   ethics.   Continuing   Education  
Requirements   -   30   hours   every   two   years.   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Honeigh   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Honeigh   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Honeigh   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Honeigh   is   supervised   by   Alan   Carlisle,   (855)   525-7634   
   

  



  
  
  

John   Gardner,   CFA ® Head   of   Wealth     

Year   of   Birth:   1977   
  

John    Gardner,    CFA,    is    the    General    Manager    of    SoFi   Invest,    where    he’s    responsible    for    the   
development   for   SoFi’s   investment,   insurance   and   advisory   services   platforms.   Prior   to   SoFi,   Johnwas   a   
Co-founder   &   CFO   of   LearnVest,   a   subscription   based   financial   planning   platform   acquired   by   
Northwestern    Mutual    in    2015.    He    also    was    a    co-founder    of    Cabezon    Investment    Group,    a   Global   
Macro   Hedge   fund.   Mr.   Gardner   graduated   with   a   Bachelor   of   Science   in   Finance   and   Marketing   from   
Lehigh   University   and   is   a   Chartered   Financial   Analyst®.   

  
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
860   Washington   St.   
New   York,   NY   10014   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Lehigh   University,   BS   Finance   &   Marketing,   1995   

  
Professional   Experience   
General   Manager,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC 2016   -   Present   
CFO,   LearnVest 2009   -   2016   
COO,   Cabezon 2005   -   2009   
Director,   Finaplex 2003   -   2005   

  
Professional   Designations   
The   Charter   Financial   Analyst   (CFA ® )   –   Is   issued   by   the   CFA   Institute   and   measures   the   
competency   and   integrity   of   financial   analysts.   To   become   a   CFA   charterholder   one   must   pass   
three   levels   of   examination,   have   four   years   of   relevant   work   experience,   become   a   CFA   member,   
and   adhere   to   the   CFA   Institute   Code   of   Ethics   and   Standards   of   Professional   Conduct.   
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

John   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

John   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

John   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

John   is   supervised   by   Alan   Carlisle,   (855)   525-7634.   
  
  

  



  
  
  

Jorge   Oliveira Assoc.   Financial   Planner   

Birth   Year:   1982   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   528-1310   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy.,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Brigham   Young   University,   BA   University   Studies,   2019   

  
Professional   Experience   
Associate   Financial   Planner,   SoFi   Wealth   LLC   2020   -   Present   
Financial   Advisor,   Merrill   Lynch,   Pierce,   Fenner   &   Smith   Inc 2019   -   2020   
Compliance   Analyst,   Goldman   Sachs   Co.   2018   -   2019   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Jorge   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Jorge   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Jorge   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Jorge   is   supervised   by   Brian   Walsh,   (302)   501-6675.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

  
Andrew   Evener Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1986   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

5335   Gate   Parkway   
Ste   500   
Jacksonville,   FL   32256     
(855)   456-7634     
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Flagler   College,   BA,   2008   
Auburn   University,   MS   level   Economics   Coursework   -   2008-2012   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II   at   Social   Finance,   Inc 2021   -   Present   
Specialist   at   The   Bailey   Group 2019   -   2021   
Stay-at-Home   Parent 2015   -   2019   
Sales   Associate   II   at   VyStar   Credit   Union 2014   -   2015   
Member   Relationship   Specialist   III   at   VyStar   Credit   Union   2012   -   2014   
Financial   Services   Associate   II   at   Hancock   Bank 2010   -   2012   
Teller   at   Hancock   Bank   2010   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Andrew   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Andrew   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Andrew   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Andrew   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (855)   456-7634.   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Christopher   McGoogin-Smith Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1985   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

5335   Gate   Parkway   
Ste   500   
Jacksonville,   FL   32256     
(855)   456-7634     
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Baker   County   High   School,   Diploma,   2003   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi   2021-present   
Investment   Consultant,   Merrill   Lynch   2020-2021   
Wealth   Mgmt   Analyst,   Deutsche   Bank 2018-2020   
Registered   Phone   Rep,   Merrill   Lynch 2015-2018   
Loyalty/Retention   Specialist,   ADT 2011-2015   
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Chris   has   1   legal   event   to   report:   
2005   -   Criminal   -   petit   theft   <$100   -   Adjudication   withheld   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Chris   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Chris   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Chris   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Dan   Ehlen Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1975   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

5335   Gate   Parkway   
Ste   500   
Jacksonville,   FL   32256     
(855)   456-7634     
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Florida   State   College   Jacksonville,   AA,   2010  
St   Augustine   Tech,   Tech   Diploma,   1997   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   Social   Finance                                                     2021-   Present   
Investment   Consultant   II,   Merrill                                                                 2020-2021   
Brokerage   Srvc.   Rep   /   Investment   Advisor   Rep.,   Suntrust   Investments    2019-2020   
Senior   Registered   Representative,   Merrill   Lynch                                       2018-019 
Chief   Operating   Officer,   Pegasus   Defense   Inc.                                          2013-2018     
Director   of   Investigations,   Spying   Eyes   Investigations                               2007-2010   
Regional   Investigator,   Bealls   Inc                                                                2001-2006   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Dan   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Dan   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Dan   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Dan   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

David   Newsome Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1975   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   212-2458   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Alta   High   School   1994   
  

Professional   Experience   
Invest   specialist   II Social   Finance 2021   -   Present   
Workplace   Planning   Fidelity   Investments 2016-    Present 
  

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
David    has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

David    has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

David    receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

David    is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

  
Gentian   Plaku Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1973   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
650   Naamans   Road,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703-2300   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Strayer   University,   BS   Information   Systems,   2010   
  

Professional   Experience   
Invest   specialist   II Social   Finance 2020   -   Present   
Investment   advisor   PNC   Investments   LLC 2019   -   2020   
Premier   Advisor Citizens   Bank   2018   -   2019   
Premier   Banker Wells   Fargo 2014   -   2018   
Licensed   Banker Citizens   Bank   2012   -   2014   
Assistant   Branch   Manager 3rd   Federal   Bank 2010   -   2012   

  
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Gentian   Plaku   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Gentian   Plaku   serves   as   a   Board   member   at   Manorlu   Swim   Club   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Gentian   Plaku   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Gentian   Plaku   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Ian   McMullen Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:   1996   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

335   Gate   Parkway   
Ste   500   
Jacksonville,   FL   32256     
(855)   456-7634     
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
N/a   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   -   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
Senior   Investment   Specialist   Merrill   Edge 2020   -   2021     
Financial   Services   Representative   -   Merrill   Edge 2019   -   2021   
New   Home   Consultant   -   Lennar 2019   -   2019   
Sales   Consultant   -   KB   Home 2018-   2019   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Ian   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Ian   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Ian   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Ian   McMullen   is   supervised   by     Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

  
Jacqueline   Floyd Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1989   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

5335   Gate   Parkway   
Ste   500   
Jacksonville,   FL   32256     
(855)   456-7634     
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   South   Alabama,   Bachelor   of   Business   Administration,   2012   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   Sofi 2021   -   Present   
Operations   Associate,   Morgan   Stanley 2017   -   2019   
Senior   FSR,   E*Trade 2015   -   2017   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Jacqueline   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Jacqueline   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Jacqueline   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Jacqueline    is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones   (385)-419-2114   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

  

Jeremy   Johansen Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1975   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Phoenix,   MBA,   2008   
University   of   Utah,   BS   Accounting,   2004   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   Sofi 2020-   Present   
Assistant   Relationship   Manager,   Fidelity   Investments 2004-   2014   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Jeremy   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Jeremy   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Jeremy   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Jeremy   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Joshua   Clayton Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1978   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
650   Naamans   Road,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703-2300   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Delaware   -   Civil   Engineering   (did   not   graduate)   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi 06/2020   -   Present   
Fraud   Detection   &   Prevention   Associate,   SoFi 05/2019   -   06/2020   
Senior   Fraud   Operations   Associate,   Capital   One   Investing 06/2017   -   02/2019   
Principal   Operations   Prod   Coordinator,   Capital   One   Investing 01/2016   -   06/2017   
Licensed   Customer   Service   Supervisor,   Capital   One   Investing 09/2014   -   01/2016   
Fraud   Customer   Service   Rep,   Capital   One   Investing 03/2014   -   09/2014   
Customer   Service   Rep,   Capital   One   Investing 03/2013   -   03/2014   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Joshua   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Joshua   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Joshua   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Joshua   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Justin   Raleigh Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1979   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(358)   355-0436   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Salt   Lake   Community   College,No   Degree   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi     06/2019-   Present   
WBS   Registered   Client   Associate,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors   11/2018-   03/2019   
Portfolio   Consultant,   Morgan   Stanley   02/2013-11/2018   
Sales   Associate   IRC,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors                  11/2011-02/2013   
Financial   Services   Representative,   E*Trade                07/2009-11/2011   
Financial   Services   Representative,   Fidelity   Investments                01/2005-05/2009   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Justin   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Justin   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Justin   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Justin   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Ryan   Lynsky Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1989   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

855-456-7634   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
San   Diego   State   University,   Bachelors,   2011   
Pacific   College   of   Oriental   Medicine,   Associates,   2012   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist,   SoFi 02/2021   -   Present   
Co-Founder,   Blue   Luna   LLC 06/2017   -   Present   
Massage   Therapist,   RL   Holistics 12/2013   -   Present   
Massage   Therapist,   Align   Spa 12/2013   -   02/2020   
Customer   Service   Rep,   Wells   Fargo   Bank 10/2020   -   2/2021   
Personal   Banker   2,   Wells   Fargo   Bank 07/2018   -   10/2020   
Personal   Banker,   Wells   Fargo   Bank 01/2017   -   07/2018   
Teller,   Wells   Fargo   Bank 05/2016   -   01/2017   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Ryan   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   

  
Not   Investment   Related   

  
Align   Spa,   Park   City,   UT   -   Massage   Therapist   
Start:   5/24/18     
5   hours   per   month,   zero   hours   during   trading,   massage   therapy   treatments   
  

Blue   Luna,   LLC,   Midvale,   UT   -   Web   Designer   
Start:   1/7/2019   
40  hours  per  month,  zero  hours  during  trading,  webpage  design,  advertising  and  market               
research   for   wife’s   therapy/coaching   business   
  

RL   Holistics,   Park   City,   UT   -   Massage   Therapist   
Start:   5/24/18   
5   hours   per   month,   zero   hours   during   trading,   massage   therapy   treatments   

  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Ryan   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Ryan    is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Ryan   Smith Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1982   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
650   Naamans   Road,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703-2300   
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Wilmington   University,   Finance,   2006   
  
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi                          07/2020   -   Present   
Financial   Advisor,   PNC   Bank                                                                 11/2019   -   7/2020   
Manager   Inside   Sales/Business   Development,Capital   One   Investing 01/2016   -   02/2019   
Client   Experience   Call   Center   Manager   Service,Capital   One   Investing 01/2013   -   06/2016   
Licensed   Customer   Service   Supervisor,   Capital   One   Investing               09/2010   -   01/2016   
Customer   Service/Sales   Associate,   Ing   Direct   Bank                                07/2007-09/2010   

  
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
Ryan     has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Ryan   is   a   fitness   instructor   and   personal   trainer.     
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Ryan   receives   additional   compensation   from   his   personal   trainer   business.     
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

  
Ryan    is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (385)-419-2114.   

  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Sami   Huseinovic Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1996   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

5335   Gate   Parkway   
Suite   500   
Jacksonville,   FL   32256     
(855)   456-7634     
  

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Florida,   Bachelor   of   Finance,   2018   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
Financial   Solutions   Advisor,   Merrill   Lynch 2019   -   2021   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Sami   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Sami   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Sami   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Sami   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

  

Patrick   Ricci Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1991   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
650   Naamans   Road,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703-2300   
  

Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Wesley   College,   Business   Administration   -   Marketing,   2014   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
Owner/Operator,   Herschel   Consulting   LLC 2019   -   2019   
Investing   First   Impression   Associate,   Capital   One   Investing 2017   -   2019   
Principal   Investing   Associate,   Capital   One   Investing                  2016   -   2017   
Sr.   Sales   Coordinator,   Capital   One 2014   -   2016   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Patrick   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Patrick   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Patrick   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Patrick   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  



  
  
  

  
Elizabeth   Young,   CFA® Head   of   Investment   Strategy   

Year   of   birth:    1982   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525–7634   
860   Washington   Street   
2nd   Floor   
New   York,   NY   10014   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Wisconsin,   Milwaukee,   BS   Business   Administration,   2004   
Marquette   University,   MBA,   2008   
  

Professional   Experience   
Head   of   Investment   Strategy,   Social   Finance,   Inc.   2021   -   Present   
Vice   President   of   Investment   Strategy,   BNY   Mellon 2015-2021   
Portfolio   Analyst,   Robert   W.   Baird   &   Co. 2011-2015   
Research   Analyst,   M&I   Wealth   Management 2009-2011   
  

Professional   Designations   The   Charter   Financial   Analyst   (CFA   ®   )   –   Is   issued   by   the   CFA   
Institute   and   measures   the   competency   and   integrity   of   financial   analysts.   To   become   a   CFA   
charterholder   one   must   pass   three   levels   of   examination,   have   four   years   of   relevant   work   
experience,   become   a   CFA   member,   and   adhere   to   the   CFA   Institute   Code   of   Ethics   and   
Standards   of   Professional   Conduct.     

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Elizabeth   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Elizabeth   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

  Elizabeth   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Elizabeth   is   supervised   by   Jennifer   Knuckles,   (855)   525-7634   
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Cody   James   Holody     Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1988   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(732)   484-1417   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience  
  

Education   
Rutgers   University,   BA   -   Education,   2010   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist,   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
AVP   Client   Service   Manager,   Bank   of   America 2017   -   2021   
Financial   Advisor,   Edward   Jones                                                 2016   -   2017   
Educator,   NJ   Public   Schools                                                        2010   -   2016   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Cody   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Cody  has  one  outside  business  activity  to  report  -  PT  Spin  Instructor  -  City  Fitness                 
Philadelphia.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Cody   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Cody   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

William   W   Patterson Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:     
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)401-0246   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
American   College   of   Financial   Services,   RICP,   2016   
Fraternal   Field   Managers   Association,   FIC,   2015   
Northern   Illinois   University,   BS,   1995   
College   of   Lake   County,   AS,   1992   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II ,   SoFi   2021   -   Present   
Premium   Investment   Consultant,   Merrill 2020   –   2021   
Senior   Financial   Consultant,   TD   Ameritrade 2019   –   2020   
Registered   Representative,   Thrivent   Financial   2015   –   2019     
Director   of   Operations,   BamPatt.Inc.   1997   -   2014   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
William   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

William   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

William   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

William   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Steven   Klatt-Donohoe   Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1985   
   

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
   

              (385)   236-4647   
             5335   Gate   Pkwy,   Suite   101   

Jacksonville,   FL   32256   

   
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience  

   
              Education   
Southern   New   Hampshire   University,   Bachelors-Accounting   and   Finance,   2018   
    

Southern   New   Hampshire   University,   MBA   with   concentration   in   Finance,   Expected   Graduation   date   
November   2021   

   
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist,   SoFi   Securities   LLC                                                 March   2021   -   Present   
Investment   Solutions   Representative,   Fidelity   Investments                         Jan   2019   –   March   2021   

   
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

   
Steven   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

   
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   

   
Steven   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   

   
Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   

   
Steven   receives   no   additional   compensation.   

   
Item   6:   Supervision   

   
  Steven   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114   
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Michael   J.   Alexandre Investment   Specialist   II     

Year   of   birth:    1950   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   456-7634   
5335   Gate   Parkway,   Ste   500   

            Jacksonville,   FL   32256    
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Georgetown   University,   BA,   1972   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi   Securities 2021   -   Present   
Business   Development,   Hendrick   Automotive   Group 2020-2021   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Michael   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Michael   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Michael   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Michael   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Derek   Middleman Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1980   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(855)   525-7634   
650   Naamans   Road,   Suite   300   
Claymont,   DE   19703-2300   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Unionville   High   School,   HS   Degree,   1999   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist,   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
High   Net   Worth   Client   Representative,   Vanguard 2020   -   2021   
Sr.   AML   Investigator,   Capital   One 2018   -   2020   
Investment   Associate   -   Investor   Solutions,   Capital   One 2017   -   2018   
Principal   Customer   Service   Coordinator,   Capital   One 2008   -   2017   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Derek   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Derek   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Derek   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Derek   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Robert   Gilbert Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1987   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(747)   228-3127   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Siena   College,   B.S.   Marketing,   2009   

  
Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist,   SoFi   Securities                                                2021   –   Present   
Registered   Sales   Assistant ,   Commonwealth   Financial   Network        2019   –   2021   
Investment   Solutions,   Capital   One   Investing                                   2017   –   2019     
  

Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   
  

Robert   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   
  

Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Robert   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Robert   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Robert   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,    (385)-419-2114   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Brandon   Milliken Investment   Specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1989   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(910)   257-6964   
5335   Gate   Parkway   Ste   500   Jacksonville,   FL   32256   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Louisburg   College,   AA   Degree,   2009   
St.   Andrews   University,   BS   Business   Administration   and   Management,   2014   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist,   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
Senior   Investment   Specialist-   Trade   Desk,   Merrill   Edge 2019   -   2021   
Assistant   Manager,   OneMain   Financial 2016   -   2019   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Brandon   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Brandon   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Brandon   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Brandon   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (855)   525-7634.   
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

  

  

  

Stefanie   “Nikki”   Swezey Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1984   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(747)228-3108   
5335   Gate   Parkway   Ste   500   Jacksonville,   FL   32256   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Florida   State   College   at   Jacksonville,   BS   Financial   Services,   2021   
Florida   State   College   at   Jacksonville,   AA   Finance,   2007   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   Social   Finance   Inc 2021   -   Present   
Financial   Advisor,   Ameriprise 2020   -   2021   
Investment   Consultant,   Scottrade 2017   -   2018   
Private   Client   Group   Relationship   Manager,   PNC 2016   -   2016   
Financial   Consultant,   Charles   Schwab   &   Co 2015   -   2016   
Regional   Bank   Private   Banker,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors 2013   -   2015   
Investment   Specialist,   Merrill   Lynch   2011   -   2013   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Stefanie   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Stefanie   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Stefanie   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Stefanie   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (855)   525-7634.   
  
  

  



  
  
  

Rusty   Hall Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1980   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

904-483-6297   
245   Pine   St.   Atlantic   Beach,   FL   32233   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   North   Florida,   B.A.   in   Finance,   2015   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   Company 2021   -   Present   
Account   Resolutions   Wells   Fargo 2019-2021   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Rusty   Hall   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Rusty   Hall   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Rusty   Hall   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Rusty   Hall   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   855-525-7634.   
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

  

  

  

  

Danielle   Snow Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1997   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(678)656-2180   
5335   Gate   Parkway   Ste   500   Jacksonville,   FL   32256   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
College   of   Coastal   Georgia,   Business   Finance,   2019   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   Social   Finance   Inc. 2020-   Present   
Senior   Investment   Specialist,   Merrill 01/20-   03/21   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Danielle   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Danielle   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Danielle   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Danielle   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (801)   638-0056.   
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Ty   Curtis Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1995   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(801)   921-3267   
638   E   Hourglass   Cir   
Draper,   UT   84020   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Utah,   Middle   Eastern   Studies,   2019   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
Case   Advisor,   Ascendo   Resources                                                          2021   -   2021   
Registered   Representative,   Morgan   Stanley 2019   -   2020   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Ty   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Ty   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Ty   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Ty   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (855)   525-7634.   
  
  

  



  
  
  

  

  

  

  

Adam   Duncan Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1992   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(801)   9607839   
876   W   mountain   peak   Dr   

  Saratoga   Springs   UT,   84045   
  

Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
SLCC,   AA,   2020   -   Present     
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   ,   SOFI              2021   -   Present   
Investment   Consultant,   Fidelity   2019   -   2021   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Adam    has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Adam   has   Two   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
1   Photographer   with   Clickasnap   
2.   Development   of   a   drone   to   be   used   in   Construction.     

  
Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Adam   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Adam   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   (801)   638-0056.   
  
  

  



  
  
  

Alex   Meldrum Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1997   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   831-7004   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Westminster   College,   Finance,   2019   
University   of   Utah,   MSF, 2020-Present   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi 2021-   Present   
Investment   Consultant,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors 2019-   2021   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Alex   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Alex   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Alex   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Alex   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   855-525-7634.   
  
  

  



  
  
  

  

  

  

  

Joseph   Cowper Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1995   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(951)   603-6327   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
High   School   Diploma   
No   degree,   some   community   college   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   Social   Finance,   Inc.   2021   -   Present   
Stock   Plans   Service   Professional,   Morgan   Stanley              2020   -   2020   
Financial   Services   Representative,   E*TRADE   Securities           2018   -   2020   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Joseph   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Joseph   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Joseph   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Joseph   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   855-525-7634.   
  
  

  



  
  
  

  
Spencer   Page Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1995   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   831-7004   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
University   of   Utah,   Economics,   2019   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist   II,   SoFi 2021-   Present   
Digital   Financial   Advisor,   Wells   Fargo   Advisors 2020-   2021   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Spencer   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Spencer   has   no   outside   business   activities   to   report.   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Spencer   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Spencer   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   855-525-7634.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  
  
  

Jack   Leitzinger Investment   specialist   II   

Year   of   birth:    1995   
  

Item   1:   Address   and   Phone   Number   
  

(385)   831-7004   
2750   East   Cottonwood   Pkwy,   Suite   300   
Salt   Lake   City,   UT   84121   

  
Item   2:   Educational   Background   and   Professional   Experience   
  

Education   
Utah   State   University,   Economics,   2018   
  

Professional   Experience   
Investment   Specialist,   SoFi 2021   -   Present   
Registered   Representative,   Morgan   Stanley 2020   -   2021   
Registered   Representative,   Cetera   Advisor   Networks 2019-2020   

  
Item   3:   Disciplinary   Information   

  
Jack   has   no   legal   or   disciplinary   events   to   report.   

  
Item   4:   Other   Business   Activities   
  

Jack   is   also   a   part-time   server   at   a   local   Country   Club   
  

Item   5:   Additional   Compensation   
  

Jack   receives   no   additional   compensation.   
  

Item   6:   Supervision   
  

Jack   is   supervised   by   Chad   Jones,   855-525-7634.   
  

  


